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 advisable to abandon it. Mr. 0. Paulsen very kindly made a
 search for an authentic specimen in the Botanical Museum at
 Copenhagen, but without result. Another specific name antidat-
 ing the one here adopted which might very well have referred
 to the same plant is M. macrophylla, Desf. This species was
 founded on a plant grown in the Paris Botanic Gardens in 1829,
 but Prof. Lecomte informs us that no dried specimen has been
 found in the Paris Herbarium. In regard to the examination

 of the type of M. gemninata, DC., (1830), M. C. De Candolle very kindly supplied a portion for comparison, and its identity with
 M. quadrangularis, G. Don (1834), has thus been confirmed.

 III.-CONIFEROUS TIMBERS.

 THE JUNIPERS AND THEIR, COMMERCIAL IMPORTANCE.
 W. DALLISORE.

 Short descriptions of several kinds of juniper wood were given
 in K.B. 1913, No. 6, pp. 220-222, under the heading "Cedar
 Woods." In the present article those notes are extended and
 other species not so well known commercially as cedar are in-
 cluded.

 The genus Juniperus includes many species of evergreen trees
 and shrubs widely distributed in the northern hemisphere and
 occurring south of the Equator in the mountains of Eastern
 Tropical Africa. They are found throughout Europe, in-
 cluding the British Isles, in Asia Minor, Asia from
 the Himalaya northwards almost to the limit of shrub life, North
 America, the West Indies, Northern Africa, East Africa, the
 Canary Islands and the Azores. The majority are hardy in the
 British Isles, those from sub-tropical countries usually occurring
 on the mountains, but a few are too tender for outdoor culture
 here. They are often of slow growth, and it is doubtful whether
 any species planted under forest conditions in the British Isles
 would prove a financial success. Some of the species are dwarf
 or almost prostrate bushes, whilst others grow into fine trees
 70-100 ft. high, and even in the same species considerable varia-
 tion in habit may occur according to the conditions of climate,
 altitude and soil. The leaves may be acicular and spreading,
 or scale-like and pressed close to the branches. The acicular
 type always obtains in seedlings and in some species prevails
 throughout life, but in other cases it soon gives place to the
 scale-like leaves of the adult state, though in several species
 both kinds of leaves are found on mature plants. The fruits
 are berry-like, several seeds being enclosed by fleshy resinous
 scales. In many instances the wood is red or yellow
 in colour and fragrant. It is sometimes used for building pur-
 poses and for cabinets, but its most important use is for the
 casings of lead pencils, no other kind of wood having been found
 so suitable for this purpose as the better grades of juniper.
 When too small or knotty for other uses it forms very serviceable
 fences. Oil, used for perfumery, etc., is obtained from the
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 wood by distillation and may also be procured from the leaves
 and fruits of certain species. Medicinal properties of a diuretic
 character are possessed by the junipers. The following species
 are of economic importance --

 J. barbadensis, Linn.--Barbados Cedar, Southern Red Cedar.
 A species closely related to J. virginiana and apparently a

 southern form of that tree. It is found in the Southern United

 States and the West Indies (see K.B. 1911, p. 377), though now
 very rare in the Islands. In the Southern United States it often
 grows in swamps near coastal rivers, and under the best con-
 ditions attains a height of 50 ft. with a girth of 6 ft., its
 average size being 30 ft. The leaves of the adult tree are very
 like those of J. virginiana, but the habit appears to be looser
 and the branches more pendent. The wood is soft, close-grained,
 red and fragrant, and it is popular for pencil making when it
 can be procured in quantity, but during late years the supply
 has become scarce. From the "'Report on the Agricultural
 Department, St. Lucia,' 1914-15, it appears that a small
 plantation of this species has recently been started at Reunion.

 J. bermudiana, Linn.-Bernmuda Cedar, Bermuda Red Cedar.
 This tree is said to dominate the other arborescent vegetation

 in Bermuda where it grows under a variety of conditions, both
 in brackish swamps and on lihmestone hills. Average-sized trees
 are 40-50 ft. high with a trunk 3-4 ft. in diameter. On adult
 trees both kinds of leaves are found. The wood is valuable for

 ship-building and for furniture. Cabinets made from it are
 said to be highly prized in Bermuda. Some specimens are very
 prettily marked.

 J. californica, Carr.-White Cedar, Sweet-berried Cedar,
 Californian Juniper.

 A bush or small tree up to 40 ft. high with a trunk 12 ins.
 in diameter found wild in California, Arizona, etc. The wood
 is described as soft, close-grained and light reddish-brown. It
 is durable and used for fence posts in its native country.

 J. Cedrus, Webb 4- Berth.--Canary Island Juniper, Canary
 Island Cedar, Sabina Tree.

 This tree is a native of the Canary Islands where, according
 to Elwes and Henry, " Trees of Great Britain and Ireland," vi.,
 p. 1414, it ascends the mountains to a height of 7000-9000 ft.,
 sometimes attaining a large size. Mature trees are up to 70-
 80 ft. high with stout trunks carrying spreading heads of
 branches with pendent branchlets. The leaves are acicular and
 the fruits nearly i in. in diameter. The wood has been too
 scarce of late years to be of much commercial value, but it has
 excellent lasting properties and ranks with the better qualities
 of juniper wood. Two forms of the species have been men-
 tioned, one more free growing and of looser habit than the
 other. Conditions of growth have, however, been thought to
 account to some extent for the difference in habit.

 Attention has recently been directed to this species by Dr.
 G. V. Perez, of Tenerife, who considers it might be planted
 with advantage under forest conditions for the sake of its

 B
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 timber. He has sent us the following particulars of young trees
 growing in his garden 1200 ft. above sea level, and has also
 sent a quantity of seed for distribution to suitable countries.

 " No. 1: a seedling female tree brought from above ' Arafo,'
 Tenerife, and planted out in 1906 is now 8-61 m. high and
 47 cm. in girth. No. 2: A male tree from the same place and
 of similar age is 6-37 m. high and 37 cm. in girth. No. 3: A
 cutting struck from No. 1, in the open and afterwards planted
 out at the end of 1907 or early in 1908 is 6-28 m. high and
 25 cm. in girth. No. 4: A female seedling grown from seed
 obtained in the Island of Palma planted out at the end of 1910
 is 5-45 m. high." All the measurements were taken in the sum-
 mer of 1915. Dr. Perez remarks " J. Cedr'us is the one (species)
 that grows the quickest, a fact that may be of great importance
 considering the imperishable and valuable wood it gives."
 There does not appear to be any chance of J. Cedrus proving a
 success under forest conditions in the British Isles, for it is
 generally too tender for our climate even though it may succeed
 as a decorative tree here and there, but in the West Indies and
 New Zealand. whence seed has been sent, good results should
 be obtained. It is interesting to note in comparison that J.
 virginiana in its native country, according to information sup-
 plied by Dr. Perez from a reliable American source, increases
 in height 6-1.8 in. annually, and that the yearly increment is
 - in. In East Africa trees of J. procera planted in 1905 now
 average 23- ft. in height with a girth of 19 in. at 4 ft. above
 the ground.

 J. chinensis, Linn.-Chinese Juniper.
 Elwes and Henry l.c., p. 1430, refer to this tree as attaining

 a height of 60 ft. in China and Japan, but it occasionally grows
 70-80 ft. high according to Sargent, " Forest Flora of Japan,"
 p. 78. It is quite hardy in the British Isles, and is largely
 grown as a decorative tree or bush. In several places it has been
 recorded as being between 35-48 ft. high. In a young state it
 usually forms a dense bush, but old examples develop a distinct
 trunk with a more or less rounded head. The leaves are usually
 scale-like in character, but even on the oldest trees shoots occur
 with acicular leaves. The fruits are about - in. in diameter,
 and they take two years to ripen. Although the wood is durable
 and useful for many purposes, that from burred trees being
 ,)rettily marked, it is not obtainable in quantity and is of no
 importance in the timber market.

 J. communis, Linn.-Common Juniper, Ground Cedar.
 A species widely distributed through Europe, Northern Asia

 and North America. In the European Alps it ascends to a con-
 siderable altitude and has been recorded at 11,900 ft. on Monte
 R~osa; it is commoner, however, between 6000-8000 ft. It is
 wild in the British Isles from the Surrey Downs to the Scottish
 Highlands, and also occurs in Ireland, but in each instance it
 inhabits certain areas rather than being a general plant. It is
 specially noticeable on chalk and varies a good deal in habit,
 for, though usually a spreading bush 3-12 ft. high, it may
 grow much taller and in some Continental countries attains a
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 height of 30-40 ft. with sometimes quite erect branches. The
 leaves are always acicular - in. long, green below with a
 silvery line on the upper surface. The berries are about I in.
 in diameter, almost black when ripe and take 2 years to mature.
 The wood is too small for building purposes, but is used for
 fencing with satisfactory results. Elwes and Henry l.c.,
 p. 1408, mention a fence of this timber with posts of oak which
 surrounds the royal deer park near Copenhagen, which in 1887
 had been in existence about 100 years. In some Continental
 countries the wood is used for milk pails and other domestic
 articles, and in this country it has some value for walking-sticks.
 The fruits have been of commercial importance for a long period.
 They are used for flavouring gin and at one time a considerable
 quantity was exported from Scotland to Holland for the purpose.
 Some particulars of the trade were given by Thomas Thomson,
 M.D., in 1838, in the " Chemistry of Organic Bodies," p. 463.
 He there says: "The distillers of Schiedam were formerly in
 the habit of carrying over annually a shipload of juniper berries
 from Inverness, for the use of their distilleries." The fully
 grown but unripe berries are considered to be richer in oil than
 ripe berries. The oil is used for medicinal and for flavouring
 purposes. In the "Resources of the Southern States of
 America," by F. P. Porcher, 1869, pp. 187-188, juniper berries
 of certain species are said to be used with apples, pears
 and the fruits of Amelanchier canadensis in the preparation of a
 wholesome and refreshing drink, whilst a wholesome drink is
 also said to be formed by placing 30 lbs. of juniper berries in
 381 gallons of water and allowing fermentation to take place.
 The berries of the common juniper are used with beechwood in
 the smoking of Westphalian hams, the peculiar piquant taste
 of the hams being given by the juniper-berry smoke (Journ.
 Roy. Soc. Arts., Feb. 23, 1912, p. 416).

 A vel'v dwarf form J. communis var. nanha, sometimes con- sidered to be a distinct species, is found in some parts of Ire-
 land.

 J. drupacea, Labil.-Drupe-fruited Juniper, Syrian Juniper.
 This is a very distinct species, native of Asia Minor and Syria,

 where it often grows 60 ft. high with a considerable girth.
 Under cultivation it is known as a narrow fastigiate tree easily
 distinguished amongst other species by its large, acicular leaves
 which often exceed ? in. in length and in. in diameter.
 The fruits are larger than those of any other Juniper for they are
 sometimes 1 in. in length and - in. in diameter. The fleshy
 outer part is said to be eaten by the inhabitants of regions where
 the species is common. Although the timber is reputed to be of
 good quality, the consumption is app~arently quite local. In
 the Kew Museums the wood is poorly represented, there being
 but one small piece. That is from the Taurian Alps and shows
 about 220 annual rings in a diameter of 6 in.

 J. excelsa, Bieb.--Grecian Juniper.
 A tree widely distributed from the Balkans through South-

 East Europe to Asia Minor and Syria. It appears to attain its

 B2
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 maximum height, 70-100 ft., in Asia Minor, where it occa-
 sionally forms a trunk 4 ft. in diameter. In the British Isles
 the largest trees are about 35 ft. high. The majority of the
 leaves are scale-like, but small shoots with acicular leaves are
 sometimes found. The timber is reputed to be of good quality
 and has been recommended for railway sleepers.

 J. formosana, Hayata.-Prickly Cypress.
 A species spread over a considerable area in China and also

 found in the mountains of Formosa. It was introduced to this

 country about the middle of last century, but is rare in cultiva-
 tion and is usually met with under the name of J. oblonga pen-
 dula. Elwes and Henry 1.c. 1415-1417, give some particulars
 about the tree and its distribution and say that it grows about
 40 ft. high in China. It is, however, apparently the same tree
 to which Wilson refers in "A Naturalist in -Western China,"
 i. p. 176, when he says: " At Erb-tao-chiao I photographed a
 magnificent juniper tree 75 ft. tall, 22 ft. in girth with graceful
 pendent branches." The timber only appears to be of local use.

 J. macrocarpa, Sibth.-Large-berried Juniper.
 This species is found as a bush or small tree throughout

 Southern Europe and in some parts of N. Africa. The leaves
 are acicular, often 5 in. long, and the berries are up to in.
 in diameter. The fragrant wood appears to be used with that
 of J. Oxycedrus for distillation.

 J. macropoda, Boiss.--Himalayan Pencil Cedar.
 A Himalayan tree widely distributed from Nepal to

 Afghanistan, often from 40-50 ft. high with a trunk 6-7 ft.
 in* girth, .but sometimes much larger. It appears to connect the Eastern J. chinensis with the Western J. excelsa, being
 nLearest to the former species. Specimens of the wood in
 Museum No. III. at Kew have reddish heart-wood and yellow
 sap-wood. Writers on Indian timbers describe the wood as
 fragrant and moderately hard, and to be used for wall-plates,
 beams and fuel. A closely allied tree from the same region
 is J. religiosa.

 J. mexicana, Schiede.-Rock Cedar, Juniper Cedar, Mountain
 Cedar, Cedar.

 This species is reported as forming forests on the limestone
 hills of Mexico and Texas where it sometimes reaches 95 ft.
 high. The wood is described as hard, weak, close-grained and
 brown. It is used for general construction, fencing, sills, tele-
 graph poles, railroad ties and fuel.

 J. occidentalis, Hook.-Canadian Juniper, Californian
 Juniper, Western Red Cedar, Yellow Cedar.

 Sargent, " Silva of North America," x., describes this tree
 as sometimes attaining a height of 40-50 ft., with a trunk 3 ft.
 in diameter, but it is usually much smaller and sometimes a
 mere bush. It is widely distributed in North-West America
 from Canada to California, and produces a heavy, close-grained
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 and fragrant wood, of good lasting quality, which is com-
 parable to the rougher samples of J. virginiana and is used for
 fencing as it lasts well in contact with the soil.

 J. Oxycedrus, Linn.-Sharp Cedar, Brown-berried Juniper.
 This species is common throughout the Mediterranean region

 from sea level up to 5000-6000 ft., usually as a shrub but some-
 times as a small tree. In Italy it occupies considerable areas
 on sand dunes. The leaves are acicular and resemble those of

 J. Cedrus. The principal use of the wood is for distillation,
 the oil extracted being known as "oil of cade." Factories for
 the distillation of the oil are established in the Maritime Alps.
 The wood is cut into sections which, from their appearance, are
 called " cades gros" or " cades maigres," the latter are used
 as fuel and the former placed in the still for the extraction of
 the oil. The oil is given off as a thick dark liquid, the density
 and darkness being determined by the amount of fire heat used
 in the distilling process. Oil of cade is used in medicine for
 skin diseases. Other kinds of juniper wood are reputed to be
 used as substitutes. An account of the preparation of this oil
 is given in the Pharmaceutical Journal, October 13, 1906,
 p. 413.

 J. pachyphlaea, Torr.-Oak-barked Cedar, Thick-barked
 Cedar, Mountain Cedar, Chequer-barked Juniper.

 A species differing from all others by reason of its thick,
 scaly bark which is responsible for two of the common names.
 Under favourable conditions it grows 50-60 ft. high and may
 be 12-15 ft. in girth. Leaves of both kinds are developed by
 mature trees. It is found wild in the dry regions of Texas,
 New Mexico and Arizona. The wood is soft, light red and
 close-grained. Samples at Kew are straight-grained and bear a
 resemblance to the wood of J. virginiana for which it could
 probably be substituted.

 J. phoenicea, Linn.-Phoenician Juniper.
 This is an important tree in the Mediterranean region for it

 is found in South Europe, North Africa, Cyprus and the
 adjoining mainland, the Canary Islands and Madeira, its
 timber being used for building purposes and for firewood. It
 varies in height from little more than a shrub to a tree of 40 ft.
 The leaves are small and scale-like and the fruits about 1 in. in
 diameter. In 1913 Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer pointed out that
 the 'Cedar of Lebanon' of the Bible was a juniper and not
 Ccdrus Libani, as stated in K.B., 1913, p. 218. Sir J. D.
 Hooker in his article in " The Natural History Review," on
 " The Cedars of Lebanon, Taurus, Algeria and India " (January,
 1862), states-" The word cedar as used in the Bible, applies
 to other trees and only certainly to the Cedrus Libani, when
 coupled with some distinctive epithet...... It is in
 my opinion an open question whether the C. Libani is one of
 those which supplied most of the timber employed in building
 Solomon's temple. The cypress (also called cedar by the
 ancients), the Pinus halepensis and the tall fragrant Juniperus
 of the Lebanon with its fine red heart-wood, would have been
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 far more prized on every account." J. phoen'icea or J. drupacea,
 or both, were probably referred to in this note.

 J. procera, Hochst.-East African Juniper or Cedar.
 Attention has been directed to the timber of this tree during

 the last few years as a likely substitute for the wood of J.
 virginiana for pencil-making. It is found wild in the moun-
 tains of East Africa. The wood has a fine, straight, and almost
 even grain, a beautiful dark red colour, an even texture, a
 fragrant cedar-like odour, and is brittle, non-resinous, of light
 weight and nearly as soft as red cedar.

 J. recurva, Buch.-Ham.
 A tree of pendent habit with acicular leaves, native of the

 Eastern Himalaya. It grows up to about 40 ft. high, and
 Gamble, " A Manual of Indian Timbers," p. 698, says that the
 wood is quite equal to the best pencil cedar but is only used for
 burning as incense in the Buddhist temples. J. squamata from
 the Western Himalaya, China and Formosa is a closely allied
 species with very similar wood.

 J. rigida, Sieb. f Zucc.
 A shrub or small tree native of Japan, where, under the

 most satisfactory conditions, it grows about 30 ft. high. Its
 leaves are all acicular, slender and spiny, the fruits being
 globular and - in, in diameter. The wood has good lasting
 properties, and though small, is put to many local uses.

 J. Sabina, Linn.-Savin.
 A species varying in habit from a prostrate shrub to a bush

 12-15 ft. high. It is distributed through Central and Southern
 Europe, the Caucasus, North Persia and North America, and
 produces both acicular and scale-like leaves. The wood is of
 little value except for walking-sticks and firewood, but the fresh
 and dried shoots and leaves contain an oil which is extracted by
 distillation. Savin oil possesses medicinal properties and the
 best qualities are said to be obtained from fresh leaves. " The
 Perfumery and Essential Oil Record," May, 1914, p. 131,
 cautions readers that the so-called " oil of savin" passed into
 commerce from the South of France continues to be distilled

 from various species of Juniperus, including J. phoenicea, and
 possibly J. thurifera, and that there is a considerable difference
 between the oils. The only oil that should be accepted as true
 "oil of savin " being that of J. Sabina.

 J. scopulorum, Sarg.-Red Cedar, Rocky Mountain Red
 Cedar.

 This species forms a small tree 30-40 ft. high with a trunk
 2-3 ft. in diameter. It is a native of the Rocky Mountains
 from Alberta to Western Texas and Westwards to British
 Columbia and Washington, nowhere very common. The wood
 is said to be useful for fencing, posts, etc., and to be very like
 that of J. virginiana but less useful.

 J. thurifera, Linn.-Spanish Juniper, Incense Juniper.
 A tree 20-40 ft. high with a trunk 2-4 ft. in diameter.

 Leaves of both kinds are produced and the fruits are about I in.
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 in diameter. It is distributed through Spain, Portugal,
 Algeria and Morocco, etc. The wood does not appear to be
 used other than locally, although it is of good appearance and
 possesses good lasting qualities.

 J. virginiana, Linn.-Cedar, Pencil Cedar, Red Cedar, Vir-
 ginian Cedar.

 This species is very widely distributed in North America, and
 it is the most satisfactory of the large-growing junipers in the
 British Isles, although it is not of very rapid growth. It is a
 very valuable species from a commercial standpoint for its wood
 is used more often than that of any other kind for the casings
 of lead pencils. Its distribution area ranges from about latitude
 450 in Canada to the Gulf States, and from the Atlantic to the
 mountains that border the Pacific States. It varies from.a bush
 to a tree 120 ft. high with a diameter of 3 ft. (Forest Planting
 Leaflet, Circular 73, United States Department of Agriculture).
 As much of the wood is knotty, and only straight wood can be
 used for pencils, there is a good deal of waste. Knotty wood
 unsuitable for pencil-making is, however, very useful for fences,
 railway sleepers, etc. The shavings and dust from pencil
 factories is distilled for the fragrant oil contained in the wood,
 the oil thus obtained being used for scenting soap and for other
 kinds of perfumery. A use has also been found for the shavings
 after distillation, for they make an excellent substitute for
 cocoanut fibre as a plunging material for horticultural purposes.
 The shavings being small are easily manipulated, and equal
 in preserving warmth and moisture to the fibre previously used
 which is now difficult to procure owing to its being largely
 employed for linoleum and other purposes. Moreover, the
 shavings are of advantage since fungi do not grow upon them.

 J. Wallichiana, Hook. f.-Black Juniper.
 According to Sir D. Brandis, " Indian Trees," p. 695, this is

 a variable species in the Himalaya reaching an altitude of
 15,000 ft., sometimes being found as a small bush and at other
 times as a tree up to 60 ft. high. The wood appears to be used
 locally for building purposes.

 IV.-MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.

 Mu.. R. O. OWILLIAMS, a member of the gardening staff of the
 Royal Botanic Gardens, has been appointed by the Secretary of
 State for the Colonies, on the recommendation of Kew, Curator
 of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Trinidad.

 Research in Jodrell Laboratory in 1915:-
 Mr. L. A. Boodle examined the anatomy of several species

 of plants in relation to their affinities.
 Dr. W. Gardiner studied some details in the structure of the

 sieve-tubes of Angiopteris.
 Miss E. M. Jesson examined some peculiar structures in the

 glumes of certain Grasses.
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